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xxiv, 574 p.; 23 cm.; CTRG99-B63; US/91/630;
selected and annotated by Walter Wheeler Cook and
Edward W. Hinton.
Fiche: 38,541-38,547

Thomas, William H.
Orthodox English rule vs. Exchequer rule of
evidence : report of Committee on Judicial
Administration and Remedial Procedure, before
Alabama State Bar Association, June 28, 1907.
[U.S. : s.n.]. [1907]
Evidence
22 p.; 23 cm.; CTRG97-B89; US/94/405.
Fiche: 38,677

A test of the accuracy of the testimony of by-
standers.
[Boston? : s.n.]. [1912?]
Evidence
13 p.; 19 cm.; CTRG97-B87; US/94/406.
Fiche: 38,678

Randall, Henry E. (Henry Edward), b. 1860.
A treatise on the law of instructions to juries in
civil and criminal cases : with forms of instructions
approved by the courts.
Kansas City, Mo.: Vernon Law Book Co. 1922
Civil Procedure
5 v.; forms; 24 cm.; CTRG99-B118; US/91/631; the
editorial staff of the West Publishing Company under
the supervision of Henry E. Randall.
Fiche: 38,750-38,822

Bailey, Pearce.
Expert medical testimony in criminal cases.
[New York]: Brooklyn Eagle Press. [1917?]
Criminal Procedure
11 p.; 27 cm.; CTRG97-B1728; US/93/302.
Fiche: 38,823

Osborn, Albert Sherman, 1858-1946.
Photography and questioned documents.
Rochester, N.Y.: [s.n.]. 1907
Evidence
Fiche: 38,836
Wehde, Albert.  
Finger-prints can be forged.  
Chicago : Tremonia Pub. Co. 1924  
Evidence  
CTRGG99-B2294; US/94/408; Albert Wehde and John  
Nicholas Beffel.  
Fiche: 38,994-38,995

Handbook of the law of evidence.  
St. Paul, Minn. : West. 1924  
Evidence  
xix, 588 p. ; 24 cm.; CTRG98-B3208; US/94/409;  
3rd ed.  
Fiche: 39,014-39,020

Fosdick, Raymond [et al.].  
Criminal justice in Cleveland : reports of the  
Cleveland Foundation survey of the administration of  
criminal justice in Cleveland, Ohio.  
Cleveland, Ohio : Cleveland Foundation. [1922]  
Criminal Procedure  
cm.; CTRG98-B3215; US/93/303; directed and  
edited by Roscoe Pound and Felix Frankfurter.  
Fiche: 39,051-39,059

Lile, William Minor, 1859-1935.  
An outline of the equity pleading and practice :  
with forms, and the federal equity rules ; prepared for  
the use of the students of the Law School of the  
University of Virginia.  
[Charlottesville, Va.] : University of Virginia : G.W.  
Olivier. 1922  
Equity  
8, 364 p. : forms ; 24 cm.; CTRG98-B3209;  
US/92/573; 2nd ed.  
Fiche: 39,122-39,126

Moley, Raymond, 1886.  
An outline of the Cleveland crime survey.  
[Cleveland, Ohio] : Cleveland Foundation. [1922]  
Criminal Procedure  
vi, 64 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.; CTRGL98-B3216; US/93/304.  
Fiche: 39,127

Rose, John Carter, 1861-1927.  
Jurisdiction and procedure of the federal courts.  
Albany, N.Y. : M. Bender. 1922  
Practice & Procedure  
ix, 790 p. ; 24 cm.; CTRGL99-B33; US/90/609; 2nd  
ed.  
Fiche: 39,310-39,319

Carmody, Francis Xavier, 1871-1928.  
Supplement to Carmody's New York practice for  
1924.  
New York : Clark Boardman. 1924  
Civil Procedure  
Fiche: 39,364-39,365

Scott, James A.  
The law of habeas corpus : containing decisions of  
all state and federal courts, with the statutes of all the  
states and territories on habeas corpus and extradition  
with approved and correct forms in habeas corpus  
and extradition cases.  
Chicago, Ill. : T.H. Flood. 1923  
Criminal Procedure  
1094 p. : forms ; 27 cm.; CTRGL99-B1; US/93/305;  
James A. Scott and Charles C. Roe.  
Fiche: 39,370-39,382

Bates, Clement, 1845-1931.  
The new pleading, practice, parties and forms  
under the code : with full authorities from all states  
using a code : together with decisions from the  
common law practice.  
Cincinnati : W.H. Anderson Co. [c1923]  
Practice & Procedure  
3 v. : forms ; 26 cm.; CTRGL98-B3156; US/90/610.  
Fiche: 39,383-39,421

Putnam, Harrington, 1851-1937.  
The early administration of equity in this country :  
an address at the annual meeting of the New Jersey  
State Bar Association, June 15, 1918.  
[Brooklyn] : Brooklyn Eagle Press. [1918]  
Equity  
27 p. ; 25 cm.; CTRGL98-B2475; US/92/574.  
Fiche: 39,422

Thayer, James Bradley, 1831-1902.  
A selection of cases on evidence at the common  
law.  
Cambridge : Harvard University Press. [1925]  
Evidence  
xxv, 1033 p. ; 26 cm.; CTRGL99-B365; US/94/410;  
Rev. ed. / by John MacArthur Maguire.  
Fiche: 39,546-39,558

Babb, James E. (James Elisha).  
Problems in trial by jury : read December 30,  
1907, at meeting of American Political Science  
Association at Madison, Wisconsin.  
[U.S. : s.n.]. 1908  
Practice & Procedure  
p. 240-245 ; 24 cm.; CTRGL98-B2670; US/90/611.  
Fiche: 39,624

Baylies, Edwin, 1840-1925.  
New trials and appeals, or, The rules of practice  
applicable to the review of judicial determinations in  
civil actions and in special proceedings under the  
Civil Practice Act and rules of civil practice : with an  
appendix of forms.  
New York, N.Y. : M. Bender & Co. 1923  
Civil Procedure  
xli, 1039 p. ; forms ; 26 cm.; CTRGL99-B3151;  
Fiche: 39,654-39,666
Kocher, Charles F. (Charles Frederick), b. 1869.
New Jersey chancery practice and precedents: containing a complete set of forms under the Chancery Act of 1915 and the Chancery Rules of 1923.
Newark, N.J.: Soney & Sage. 1924
Equity
2 v.: forms; 24 cm.; CTRG98-B3226; US/92/574;
Charles F. Kocher and John Trier.
Fiche: 39,667-39,689

Baylies, Edwin, 1840-1925.
Bender's Justices' manual of civil and criminal law and practice for justices of the peace and police justices in the state of New York: with complete forms under the consolidated laws, penal law, Justice Court Act and code of criminal procedure as amended to June 1, 1925.
Albany, N.Y.: M. Bender & Co. 1925
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 39,690-39,707

Irvine, Leigh H. (Leigh Hadley), 1863-1942.
The follies of the courts.
Los Angeles: Times-Mirror Press. 1925
Criminal Procedure
Fiche: 39,767-39,770

Abbott, Austin, 1831-1896.
A brief for the trial of criminal cases.
Rochester, N.Y.: Lawyers Co-operative. 1925
Criminal Procedure
Fiche: 39,828-39,841

Abbott, Austin, 1831-1896.
A brief on the modes of proving the facts: most frequently in issue or collateral in question on the trial of civil or criminal cases.
Rochester, N.Y.: Lawyers Co-operative. 1922
Evidence
Fiche: 39,842-39,856

Abbott, Austin, 1831-1896.
A brief for the trial of civil issues before a jury.
Rochester, N.Y.: Lawyers Co-operative. 1922
Civil Procedure
xxvii, 1135 p.; 21 cm.; CTRG99-B397; US/91/634; 4th ed. / by W.C. Wermuth.
Fiche: 39,857-39,870

Tucker, George Fox, 1852-1929.
Practice and pleading in the courts of Massachusetts.
Boston: Little, Brown. 1924
Practice & Procedure
2 v.: forms; 24 cm.; CTRG98-B3176; US/90/613.
Fiche: 40,086-40,106

Smith, George V. (George Vivian), b. 1876.
The Pennsylvania Practice Act of 1915: with amendments, annotated, and with selected forms.
New York: Clark Boardman. 1922
Practice & Procedure
v, 440 p.: forms; 24 cm.; CTRG98-B3171; US/90/614.
Fiche: 40,111-40,116

Smith, George V. (George Vivian), b. 1876.
A supplement to the Pennsylvania Practice Act of 1915.
New York: Clark Boardman. 1923
Practice & Procedure
iii, 78 p.; 24 cm.; CTRG98-B3172; US/90/615.
Fiche: 40,117

Underhill, H. C. (Harry Clay), 1858-1918.
A treatise on the law of criminal evidence: including the rules regulating the proper presentation of evidence and its relevancy, the mode of proof in particular classes of crimes and the competency and examination of witnesses: with full reference to decisions.
Indianapolis [Ind.]: Bobbs-Merrill Co. [1923]
Evidence
cxcviii, 1243 p.; 26 cm.; CTRG98-B3189; US/94/412; 3rd ed., rev., extended and enl. / by Samuel Grant Gifford, assisted by the publishers editorial staff.
Fiche: 40,153-40,169

Eaton, James W. (James Webster), 1856-1901.
Handbook of equity jurisprudence.
St. Paul, Minn.: West. 1923
Equity
xv, 711 p.; 24 cm.; CTRG99-B509; US/92/575; 2nd ed. / by Archibald H. Throckmorton.
Fiche: 40,370-40,378

Greenfield, John Mabry, 1878.
A treatise on testimony under §347, Civil Practice Act, formerly §829, Code of Civil Procedure.
Albany, N.Y.: M. Bender. 1923
Civil Procedure
xxvi, 422 p.; 24 cm.; CTRG98-B3158; US/91/635.
Fiche: 40,422-40,427

Amram, David Werner, 1866-1939.
The Pennsylvania Practice Act of 1915.
Philadelphia, Pa.: [G.T. Bisel Co.]. 1925
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 40,445-40,451
Illinois. Division of Pardons and Parole.

Alden, Carlos C. (Carlos Coolidge), b. 1866.
A handbook of practice under the Civil Practice Act of New York : prepared primarily for the use of students, and presenting in brief form, and in simplified and orderly manner, the portions essential for their consideration.

Smithson, Noble, b. 1841.
A treatise on civil procedure in Tennessee : covering the following subjects : general provisions of the code, parties, actions, venus, cost bonds, summons, pleading and practice, with a full collection of forms, etc.

Bispham, George Tucker, 1838-1906.
The principles of equity : a treatise on the system of justice administered in courts of chancery.

Sunderland, Edson R. (Edson Read), b. 1874.
Cases on procedure annotated : trial and appellate practice.

Griffith, V. A. (Virgil Alexis), b. 1874.
Mississippi chancery practice, equity : being a handbook of the principles and rules of pleading and practice in the chancery courts of Mississippi in the exercise of their equity jurisdiction, with forms for pleadings, not including partition, assignments for the benefit of creditors, and a few other such subjects which, by statute, have their own separate and special procedure.

Simkins, William Stewart, 1842-1929.
Federal practice and the jurisdiction of all federal courts at law and in equity including removal of causes.

American Institute of Criminal Law and Criminology. Committee on Criminal Records and Statistics.
Oregon circuit court records : report to the Committee on Criminal Records and Statistics of the American Institute of Criminal Law and Criminology.

Wood, George W.
Scientific handwriting testimony.

Lee, C. D.
Classification and identification of handwriting.

Doughty, James E.
Forms of practice in civil actions : declarations, answers, demurrers and pleas.
Shipman, Benjamin J. (Benjamin Jonson), 1853-1915.
Handbook of common-law pleading.
St. Paul: West Pub. Co. 1923
Practice & Procedure
xxii, 644 p.; 24 cm.; CTRG98-B3180; US/90/619;
3rd ed. / by Henry Winthrop Ballantine.
Fiche: 40,825-40,832

"Some causes of the struggle for the simplification of legal procedure": an address before the American Bar Association: Montreal, Canada, September 3, 1913.
Kansas City, Mo.: John C. Bovard, Commercial Printer. [1913?]
Practice & Procedure
11 p.; 23 cm.; CTRG97-B1862; US/90/620;
delivered by William C. Hook.
Fiche: 41,362

Patton, Henry Black.
Philadelphia: T. & J.W. Johnson. 1913
Civil Procedure
24 p.; 23 cm.; CTRG97-B1068; US/91/639.
Fiche: 41,419

American Institute of Criminal Law and Criminology. Committee on Insanity.
A bill to regulate expert testimony: report presented to the American Institute of Criminal Law and Criminology by the Committee on Insanity, Edwin R. Keedy, chairman.
[U.S.: s.n.], [1914]
Evidence
12 p.; 26 cm.; CTRG97-B90; US/94/413.
Fiche: 41,421

Cobb, William Bruce.
Inferior Criminal Courts Act of the city of New York.
New York: Macmillan. 1925
Practice & Procedure
xii, 529 p.; 23 cm.; CTRG99-B884; US/90/621;
annotated by W. Bruce Cobb.
Fiche: 41,549-41,555

United States.
Federal judicial code and equity rules: revised, annotated and digested to January 1, 1925.
Chicago: Callaghan. 1925
Practice & Procedure
xvii, 446 p.; 23 cm.; CTRG99-B890; US/90/622.
Fiche: 41,602-41,607

Shipman, Benjamin J. (Benjamin Jonson), 1853-1915.
Handbook of common-law pleading.
St. Paul [Minn.]: West. 1923
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 41,613-41,620

Todd, Hiram Charles, 1876-1965.
Digest of the law of impeachment.
[U.S.: s.n.], [1913]
Practice & Procedure
41 leaves; 27 cm.; CTRG96-B2600; US/90/623;
prepared by Hiram C. Todd.
Fiche: 41,691-41,692

Atwell, William Hawley, 1896.
A treatise on federal criminal law procedure: with forms of indictment and writ of error and the federal penal code.
Columbia, Mo.: E.W. Stephens. 1922
Criminal Procedure
xlv, 980 p.; forms; 24 cm.; CTRG99-B927;
US/93/310; 3rd ed.
Fiche: 41,735-41,746

Louisiana.
The revised Civil code of the state of Louisiana: with references to the acts of the Legislature up to and including the session of 1924: with the notes of the late Edwin Thomas Merrick, also annotated, with references to the decisions of the Supreme Court to the 156 Louisiana reports inclusive.
New Orleans: F.F. Hansell & Bro. c1925
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 41,747-41,762

Herold, Jacob Brooks, b. 1888.
Interpretations of the Civil code of Louisiana since 1898: containing the interpretations which the Supreme Court of Louisiana has given to the articles of the Civil code of that state during the period from 1898 to 1924, inclusive, and to be found in the reports from the 51st Louisiana annual to the 155th Louisiana, inclusive, and the amendments which the Legislature of that state has made to the articles of the Civil code from the Acts of 1900 to the Acts of 1924, inclusive.
New Orleans: Hauser. 1924
Civil Procedure
702 p.; 27 cm.; CTRG99-B931; US/91/642; [3rd ed.].
Fiche: 41,763-41,771
Cross, Arthur Lyon, b. 1873.
The English criminal law and benefit of clergy during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.
[U.S. : s.n.], [1917?]
Criminal Procedure
p. 544-565 ; 27 cm.; CTRG96-B3019; US/93/311.
Fiche: 41,902

Dunn, Horace Arthur, 1881.
Commercial arbitration : being a compilation of awards of arbitration committees of various trade associations and chambers of commerce in the United States : together with introductory text on common-law and statutory arbitration.
San Francisco : A. Carlisle. [c1922]
Commercial Arbitration
329, xx p. : forms ; 24 cm.; CTRG99-B1034;
Fiche: 42,006-42,010

Elliott, Charles B. (Charles Burke), 1861-1935.
Practice and procedure in Minnesota.
St. Paul, Minn. : Lavallee Law Book Co. 1923-1926
Practice & Procedure
2 v. : forms ; 26 cm.; CTRG99-B1057; US/90/624.
Fiche: 42,165-42,183

Cozart, Abram Whitenack, 1870-1936.
Georgia practice rules : as laid down by the Supreme Court and Court of Appeals of Georgia.
Atlanta : Harrison Co. 1924
Civil Procedure
xxiii, 267 p. ; 22 cm.; CTRG99-B1054; US/91/643;
2nd ed.; codified by A.W. Cozart.
Fiche: 42,479-42,482

Fisher, Allan H.
Essentials of Maryland pleading.
Baltimore : Hepbron & Haydon. 1922
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 42,489-42,491

Joyce, Howard C. (Howard Clifford), 1871-1932.
Treatise on the law governing indictments : with forms, covering the general principles of law relating to the finding, requisites and sufficiency of indictments, combined with forms which have received judicial approval.
Albany, N.Y. : M. Bender. 1924
Criminal Procedure
cxii, 1147 p. : forms ; 26 cm.; CTRG99-B1298;
US/93/312; 2nd ed.; by Arthur W. Blakemore, together with a set of short forms.
Fiche: 42,542-42,557

Bunn, Charles Wilson, 1855.
A brief survey of the jurisdiction and practice of the courts of the United States.
St. Paul : West Pub. Co. 1921
Practice & Procedure
vi, 143 p. ; 20 cm.; CTRG99-B1287; US/90/626; 2nd ed.
Fiche: 42,578-42,579

Wheaton, Carl, 1889.
Cases on federal procedure : together with judicial code, equity rules, forms and questionnaire.
Chicago : Callaghan and Co. 1921
Practice & Procedure
viii, 758 p. : forms ; 23 cm.; CTRG99-B1297;
US/90/627.
Fiche: 42,587-42,595

Bradbury, Harry B. (Harry Bower), 1863-1923.
Topical index digest of the New York Civil Practice Act & Rules of civil practice : with amendments to October 1, 1921.
New York : M. L. Shaw. [c1921]
Practice & Procedure
236 p. ; 23 cm.; CTRG99-B1232; US/90/628;
compiled by Harry B. Bradbury.
Fiche: 42,614-42,616

Hadley, Herbert S. (Herbert Spencer), 1872-1927.
Our criminal procedure historically considered :
(an address delivered at the meeting of the Criminal Law Section of the American Bar Association, Detroit, Sept. 1, 1925).
[Detroit : s.n.], [1925]
Criminal Procedure
17 p. ; 22 cm.; CTRG99-B1237; US/93/313.
Fiche: 42,618

Hughes, Edward Wakefield.
Hughes' American parliamentary guide : the process of lawmaking.
Columbus : State of Ohio (Columbus : F. J. Heer). 1924
Practice & Procedure
311, lxxix, 315-424, xviii, [425]-666, xlv p. ; 23 cm.;
Fiche: 42,621-42,630

Hallam, Oscar, b. 1865.
The need of better information as to crime and criminal procedure : an address delivered at the meeting of the Criminal Law Section of the American Bar Association, Detroit, Mich., September 1, 1925.
[U.S. : s.n.], [1925?]
Criminal Procedure
19 p. ; 22 cm.; CTRG99-B1207; US/93/314.
Fiche: 42,656
Miller, Seba H. (Seba Havila), b. 1879.
The law and practice in error proceedings and in original actions in the Supreme Court of Ohio. Cincinnati : W. H. Anderson Co. 1924
Practice & Procedure
xxi, 692 p. : forms ; 24 cm.; CTRG99-B1228;
US/90/630; 2nd ed.; with forms : also the procedure in removal of causes to the United States Supreme Court, from Ohio Supreme Court and appellate courts by writ of error and writ of certiorari : with the necessary forms.
Fiche: 42,727-42,735

Keigwin, Charles A. (Charles Albert), 1862-1940.
Cases in equity pleading : with summaries of doctrine upon several heads of that subject. Rochester, N.Y. : Lawyers Co-operative Pub. Co. 1924
Equity
xxvi, 698 p. ; 24 cm.; CTRG99-B1359; US/92/578.
Fiche: 42,737-42,745

Keigwin, Charles A. (Charles Albert), 1862-1940.
Cases in common law pleading : with summaries of doctrine upon several heads of that subject. Rochester, N.Y. : Lawyers' Co-operative Pub. Co. 1924
Civil Procedure
xxii, 777 p. ; 24 cm.; CTRG99-B1360; US/91/644.
Fiche: 42,746-42,755

A selection of cases on the law of pleading under modern codes. Chicago : Callaghan & Co. 1922
Practice & Procedure
Fiche: 42,807-42,815

Gorter, James Polk, 1858.
Law of evidence : (with illustrations). Baltimore : Hepbron & Haydon. 1924
Evidence
xv, 302 p. ; 23 cm.; CTRG99-B1071; US/94/414; [2nd ed.].
Fiche: 42,946-42,949

Zoline, Elijah N. (Elijah Nathaniel), b. 1869.
Federal appellate jurisdiction and procedure : with rules and forms. New York : Clark Boardman Co. 1924
Practice & Procedure
cvii, 939 p. : forms ; 25 cm.; CTRG99-B1354;
Fiche: 43,100-43,112

Jones, Burr W., 1846-1935.
The law of evidence in civil cases. San Francisco : Bancroft-Whitney. 1924
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 43,219-43,238

Gray, Roscoe S.
Official medical experts.
[U.S. : s.n.]. [1915?]
Evidence
13 p. ; 18 cm.; CTRG96-B2398; US/94/415.
Fiche: 43,384

McDermott, Edward J. (Edward John), 1852-1926.
Expert testimony : read before the Eighth International Congress of Applied Chemistry in New York, September, 1912. [U.S. : s.n.]. [1913?]
Evidence
15 p. ; 24 cm.; CTRG96-B2265; US/94/416.
Fiche: 43,395

Pound, Roscoe, 1870-1964.
The decadence of equity. New York : Columbia University Press. 1905
Equity
p. [20]-35 ; 25 cm.; CTRG96-B2451; US/92/579.
Fiche: 43,440

Burks, Martin P. (Martin Parks), 1851-1928.
Criminal procedure : notes to Beale's Criminal pleading and practice. Charlottesville, Va. : Michie Co. 1911
Criminal Procedure
117 p. ; 20 cm.; CTRG97-B335; US/93/315.
Fiche: 43,472-43,473

Parker, Alton B. (Alton Brooks), 1852-1926.
Address of Alton B. Parker before the State Bar Association of North Carolina, at Hendersonville, Thursday, July 11th, 1907. [U.S. : s.n.]. [1907?]
Practice & Procedure
35 p. ; 24 cm.; CTRG96-B2603; US/90/633.
Fiche: 43,476

American Medico-Psychological Association.
Committee on Medical Expert Testimony.
Evidence
p. [177]-186 ; 24 cm.; CTRG97-B101; US/94/417.
Fiche: 43,478
Doherty, James L. (James Louis), 1932.
The law relating to auditors and masters in Massachusetts.
Boston [Mass.]: Little, Brown. 1906
Civil Procedure
xii, 79 p.; 21 cm.; CTRG97-B3154; US/91/646.
Fiche: 43,479-43,480

Report of the Committee on Uniform Judicial Procedure: (to be presented at the meeting of the American Bar Association, at Washington, D.C., October 20-22, 1914.)
[U.S.: s.n.], [1914?]
Practice & Procedure
4 p.; 23 cm.; CTRG98-B943; US/90/634.
Fiche: 43,537

Amram, David Werner, 1866-1939.
Canadian side-lights on prospective changes in Pennsylvania procedure: an address before the Law Association of Philadelphia, December 19, 1913.
[Philadelphia]: Printed by the Law Association of Philadelphia. 1914
Civil Procedure
22 p.; 21 cm.; CTRG98-B463; US/91/647.
Fiche: 43,561

Rodenbeck, Adolph Julius.
The power of the Supreme Court of the state of New York under the Constitution to regulate its own procedure: a paper presented at the forty-first annual meeting of the New York Bar Association, held in the city of New York, on the 11th and 12th of January, 1918.
[New York?]: s.n.], [1918?]
Practice & Procedure
16 p.; 23 cm.; CTRG98-B464; US/90/635.
Fiche: 43,562

Maxcy, Carroll Lewis.
The brief, with selections for briefing.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin. c1916
Practice & Procedure
332 p.; 20 cm.; CTRG97-B1731; US/90/636.
Fiche: 43,582-43,585

Fisk, Otis H. (Otis Harrison), b. 1870.
Presumptions in the law: a suggestion.
[U.S.?]: s.n.], 1921
Evidence
81 p.; 22 cm.; CTRG98-B724; US/94/418.
Fiche: 43,595

Harthorne, Charles H. (Charles Hopkins), 1851-1918.
Courts and procedure in England and in New Jersey.
Newark, N.J.: Soney & Sage. 1905
Civil Procedure
Fiche: 43,609-43,611

New York Chamber of Commerce. Committee on Arbitration.
Commercial arbitration: a method for the adjustment, without litigation, of differences arising between individuals, firms or corporations, established by the Chamber of Commerce of the State of New York.
[New York?]: s.n.], 1911
Commercial Arbitration
52 p.; 24 cm.; CTRG96-B359; US/41/25.
Fiche: 43,738

Parliamentary law: method of transacting business in deliberate assemblies, uses of the various motions, method of conducting elections, the duties of members and officers, discipline, model by-laws, forms and definitions of parliamentary terms: also several hundred questions in parliamentary law that have been submitted to the author and the answers thereto.
New York: Century Co. [c1923]
Practice & Procedure
xi, 588 p.; forms; 23 cm.; CTRG00-B1440; US/90/637.
Fiche: 43,790-43,796

Parliamentary practice: an introduction to parliamentary law.
New York: D. Appleton-Century Co. [c1921]
Practice & Procedure
xv, 203 p.; 18 cm.; CTRG00-B1593; US/90/638.
Fiche: 43,928-43,930

Trow, Cora Welles.
The parliamentarian: a manual of parliamentary procedure, extemporaneous speaking, and the art of debate.
New York: Gregg Pub. Co. [c1923]
Practice & Procedure
ix, 177 p.; 16 cm.; CTRG00-B1438; US/90/639; Rev. ed.
Fiche: 43,980-43,982

Clark, George Luther, 1877.
Equity: an analysis and discussion of modern equity problems, with notes on Illinois cases.
Equity
lii, 761 p.; 24 cm.; CTRG00-B1569; US/92/580; Illinois ed.
Fiche: 44,000-44,009

Stull, Harry N.
A case in the United States Court of Claims: a treatise on the rules of practice and procedure in the United States Court of Claims and the jurisdiction of the court, with the citation of leading cases.
Washington, D. C.: J. Byrne & Co. 1924
Practice & Procedure
150 p.; 21 cm.; CTRG00-B1564; US/90/640.
Fiche: 44,020-44,021
The Connecticut practice book of 1922: a compilation of laws, rules, and forms pertaining to civil actions, together with the code of professional ethics. Hartford: Printed by the state. 1922

Civil Procedure: ix, 668 p.; 24 cm.; CTRG00-B1698; US/91/649; [compiled by a committee of the Connecticut Superior Court]; published by authority. 
Fiche: 44,039-44,046


Practice & Procedure: xlvii, 781 p.; 26 cm.; CTRG00-B1718; US/90/641.
Fiche: 44,074-44,083

Mueller, Oscar C., b. 1876. The expert witness from the standpoint of the attorney. [U.S. : s.n.]. [1915?]
Evidence: 17 p.; 19 cm.; CTRG96-B2301; US/94/419.
Fiche: 44,108


Fiche: 44,167

Newbold, David M. (David Marion), 1873. Notes on the introduction of equity jurisdiction into Maryland, 1634-1720. Baltimore: M. Curlander. 1906

Equity: vii, 46 p.; 23 cm.; CTRG96-B1242; US/92/581.
Fiche: 44,185


Practice & Procedure: 100 p.; 26 cm.; CTRG96-B2605; US/90/643; Missouri Bar Association.
Fiche: 44,224-44,225

Notes and queries relating to the revision of the rules of practice for the courts of equity of the United States. [U.S. : s.n.]. [191?]
Practice & Procedure: 77 p.; form 2; 26 cm.; CTRG98-B562; US/90/644.
Fiche: 44,244


Fiche: 44,325

Fiche: 44,338

Smith, Walter George, 1854-1924. Medical professional secrecy in the courts: with some comments on the tendencies of legislation: an address to the Guild of Sts. Luke, Cosmas and Damian. [U.S. : s.n.]. [1914?]
Fiche: 44,368


Fiche: 44,454

Fiche: 44,485

Osborn, Albert Sherman, 1858-1946. The problem of proof: especially as exemplified in disputed document trials: a discussion of various phases of the proof of the facts in a court of law, with some general comments on the conduct of trials. New York: Albany: M. Bender & Co. 1922

Fiche: 44,516-44,522